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Letter of Comment

Name (first and last) Max Yanke Date: 3/18/2017

Comment: Please specify the reasons for your interest in the proceeding, your views concerning the proceeding, any 
relevant information that supports or explains your views, the conclusion you support and any recommendations. The 
Commission may disallow comments that do not comply with the Rules of Practice and Procedure.

  
                                        Nelson hydro 2017 Rate Application 
  
  
I think the line has become blurred between what is a responsibility of Nelson hydro and what should 
be a city of Nelson responsibility.   
  
For example, the Victim Abuse vehicle bought by Nelson Hydro for the City police.  Alex Love, 
manager of Nelson hydro  is shown in the news article handing the keys over to the City police stating 
that Nelson hydro bought the vehicle. 
  
The city owned Selkirk college 10th st. campus geothermal heating system.  Alex Love manager of 
Nelson hydro is the person who is involved in the maintenance of this heating system.  I have spoken 
to the college maintenance personnel, they tell me they have nothing to do with this heating system.  
All alarms go to Alex Love who attends personally to the site. 
  
The city has over 10km of fibre optic cable, the city broadband initiative,  Shaw cable provides 
equivalent service for 75% less cost and Telus is coming next year to compete.  Nelson hydro is 
listed as part of the infrastructure of Nelson fibre.. 
  
The Nelson community solar garden application to the BCUC a couple years ago stated only $25,000 
would come from Nelson hydro to get the project started all future funding would come from those 
opting in.    
  
The first costs from the consulting engineer estimated this at $204,000 but stating “not all costs are 
shown”,  for the then 200 panel system. 
  
The system was installed last November but still not hooked up. 
Initially it was to be 200 solar panels for 49.9kW, then it became  250 panels, the engineers drawings 
for the support structure show room for 256 panels.  Installed are 240 panels. 
  
Later there is a report showing the system cost at over $301,000,  $60,000 from other sources not 
identified.  A Bullfrog power grant once for $15,000 followed by $20,000, changed to $20,000 and 
now $35,000.   There was a unnamed $20,000 donor to be revealed, never revealed.  Once it was 300 
watt panels, now its 245 watt panels. 
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Last known information states costs as  $301,628, $35,000 from Bullfrog Power, $60,000 from 
unknown, a funding grant for $20,000(anonymous donor?) whatever that means, and the $923 buy in 
for 240 panels or $221,000.   which adds up to $336,000?  This does not include the 3 years for the 
contractor delivering the program for another $150,000 or the likely security fence for liabilities and 
vandalism. 
  
Real costs are difficult to determine.   How c did they arrive at the final buy in of $923 which was 
determined when it appeared the cost estimated closer to $200,000.  This is the mayors political 
project and should not be funded by Nelson hydro ratepayers. 
  
  
  
The solar garden  is of  no benefit to the ratepayer paying full retail for this solar power that isn't 
required in summer when almost all solar power will be made and water is spilling over the dam.   
  
  
Not included in the solar garden costs are the Contractors fees to deliver the program, roughly $50,000 
these past 3 years.  
  
The consulting engineers report showed running costs as $0.   Later its shown as $2000 annually.  The 
same engineer did the Kimberley SunMine project where running costs were .078c/watt, this is now 
about a  60kW system, suggesting running costs should  be about $6,000 annually. 
  
  
The latest announcement from Alex Love manager of Nelson hydro is the city has a grant for the 
biomass boiler.   That will burn wood to make hot water to heat buildings, unknown what buildings, 
those identified at first are now off the list, yet this project moves forward.  This goes back to the city 
“corporate greenhouse gas consultant” under the supervision of Alex Love of Nelson Hydro and on 
city contracts since 2009 for various contracts.  The last  being “district energy consultant”.  Paid some 
years $85,000 the early information stated there is plenty of nearby wood fibre going wasted, 
suggesting free. 
  
Mr. Love stated at the public city budget meeting early this year that grants are in place and all that is 
necessary is to determine the contract costs for fibre.  Another project of unknown costs funded by 
Nelson hydro. 
  
One estimate for the biomass boiler,  30 year payback and $6M,   no known real costs yet a grant is in 
place and Mr. Love has stated “its a done deal”. 
  
What advantage is there to the city and Nelson hydro ratepayers for the fee paid to the city from the 
city of Grand Forks for whatever it is Nelson hydro does for them. 
  
There are two people I am aware of receiving annual contracts that never go to tender,  and reporting 
to Alex Love. 
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Beginning in 2009, I believe the first title would have been “corporate GHG consultant”, this same 
person received contracts, up to $85,000 annually, that never went to tender and lasted until last year, 
when I asked for the contract I was told it was not being renewed..  The second person under Alex 
Love beginning about 2011  titled “Ecosave contractor”, who delivered the solar project, under 
contract until this past year when they became a Nelson hydro employee. 
  
I find the line very blurred between what is a municipal electric utility responsibility and what costs  
should be a city responsibility. 
  
I am not comfortable regarding what is a city cost and what is a Nelson hydro cost.  I feel my electric 
bill may actually be funding city projects that should come from city taxes. 
 




